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Draft Environmental Policy ideas for Midcoast Council: A grassroots approach 
Part 1 Tree and vegetation protection, Preservation and enhancement   
 
Introduction 
Midcoast Environment Group (MEG) is extremely concerned about Council Resolution 282/18 
passed 7 to 3 in September last year, ‘That the GLC DCP be formally amended to remove all tree and 
vegetation controls from the Development Control Plan (DCP)’. While presented as a strategy to 
‘harmonise’ DCP s in the previous Taree, Gloucester and Great Lakes council areas, we see this as a 
retrograde step with potentially serious adverse environmental outcomes. Council also voted to 
have workshops on this issue but these are not open to the public. This decision was taken by 
Council without any community consultation and flies in the face of community values and 
expectations. 
 
At the meeting of MidCoast Council on 6th February 2019, MEG hopes to present additional 
petitions calling for immediate and genuine community consultation about the ‘harmonisation’ of 
tree and vegetation protection.  We presented 200 signatures in November 2018. MEG’s petition 
has been signed by many concerned residents and visitors who love this area for its natural 
attributes.  We are asking Council to commit to undertaking genuine community consultation 
regarding tree and native vegetation protection, before amending the current Development Control 
Plan (DCP).  
 
Where to from here 
MEG fully supports the statement on the MidCoast council website that : 
‘Trees are vital to our region for many reasons. They improve the landscape, provide a home to 
wildlife, shade our homes and streets and provide the 'leafy' feel we love around the 
MidCoast region. Trees also protect water quality and reduce land erosion whilst having a social and 
economic value.’ 
 
Local residents and visitors value the natural environment in our area for many reasons. Native trees 
and vegetation are beautiful. Native vegetation is important to some of the region’s economies 
including fishing, aquaculture and tourism. It underpins many ecological services including cooling 
urban areas, filtering air pollution, slowing stormwater run-off, mental and emotional well-being. 
We also have legal and moral responsibilities to provide habitat for native fauna. We are deeply 
concerned, however, that council has no Environmental Plan that will ensure that native trees and 
vegetation in our area are protected, especially if the DCP is modified.  
 
Given the importance of greenspaces to us and our ways of life and economy, we believe that 
MidCoast Council should adopt policies and programs for urban greenspaces and tree and 
vegetation protection as part of a comprehensive council Environment Plan. It should provide 
adequate resourcing to such programs and to effectively regulate and enforce environmental 
policies. This should include the following: 
 

 Adopt a vision and principles for urban and peri-urban greening (strategically increasing the 
quality and quantity of all native vegetation and open greenspace on all land types in urban 
and peri-urban settings); 

 
 Promote a culture of recognition and appreciation of the values of urban and peri-urban 

vegetation; 
 

 Recognise trees and vegetation as natural assets that have economic value on trees and 
manage trees and vegetation in urban and surrounding areas like other infrastructure assets 
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while emphasizing that natural assets exist in their own right not just in the narrowest 
economic sense that is often applied; 

 
 Adopt a system to measure the extent and condition of urban and peri-urban greenspaces, 

set targets and implement programs to work towards improving urban trees, vegetation and 
biodiversity cover rates.  This should include mapping the forest canopy of all residential, 
industrial, recreational and rural-residential lands using proven methods (eg. The methods 
used by Melbourne Urban Forest project, etc); 

 
 Recognise and protect significant trees in the context of amenity, biodiversity, cultural 

heritage and other values (a significant tree register component of the wider tree and 
vegetation protection DCP); 

 
 Enforce adequate tree protection through the adoption and implementation of a 

contemporary tree and vegetation Development Control Plan (and other statutory controls) 
to regulate clearing on non-rural urban, rural residential and environmental lands across the 
LGA; 

 
 Improve tree, vegetation and biodiversity protections within the consolidated MCC Local 

Environmental Plan that is in preparation; 
 

 Improve development assessment processes in relation to urban tree and vegetation 
protection and management; 
 

 Improve resourcing of urban tree, vegetation and biodiversity management, including 
compliance and regulation; 
 

 Take punitive action against members of the community that clear and remove trees and 
native vegetation without the appropriate permit or consent; 

 
 Develop a Greening Strategy for urban vegetation management and street tree and open 

space tree planting and management strategy, with a focus on priority areas (Hawks Nest, 
Tea Gardens, Tinonee, Gloucester, etc) 

 
 Invest in targeted tree planting programs including incentivised programs for plantings on 

private lands 
 

 Invest in strategic and functional urban forests and other greenspace reserves 
 

 Recognise the needs of iconic wildlife species in assessment and conservation planning and 
especially the protection and recovery of koalas at Hawks Nest/ Tea Gardens and at Tinonee 

 
 Recognise Indigenous skills and knowledge about the natural environment and how to 

manage it including adopting better fire control practices. 
 

 With enough monitoring and education, people who want to remove trees/vegetation can 
be encouraged to replace them with suitable plants and these can be provided from Council 
nurseries.  
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Supporting Information 

 There is an increasing recognition of the benefits of urban trees, vegetation and 
biodiversity.  The NSW Government Architect (2017) has released a document 
entitled "Greener Places – establishing an urban green infrastructure policy for New 
South Wales".  This is the NSW State government’s recognition of the value of urban 
trees, vegetation and biodiversity.   

 

 Experts recommend the optimal urban canopy cover to be 35 - 40% (Wollongong 
City Council, 2017).  The majority of MidCoast towns and villages would be well 
below this standard and getting worse.  Urban tree, vegetation and biodiversity 
protections are critical to ensuring this level of green cover, together with urban 
reserves programs and green streetscaping.   
 

 Mature, responsible Councils across Australia are recognising the value of trees and 
native vegetation in the urban and peri-urban landscape while balancing 
development and precautions such as fire control and dangerous or inappropriate 
stock.  Contemporary examples of good practice are Hornsby Council’s Tree and 
Vegetation Protection DCP, City of Sydney's Urban Forest Strategy 2013 and 
Wollongong Council’s Draft Urban Greening Strategy 2017. North Sydney Council 
appears to be one of the Councils that have advanced sophisticated and mature 
plans, policies and strategies in this regard. This included effective documents such 
as the North Sydney Council Street Tree Strategy 2016, a Tree and Vegetation 
Management section in the North Sydney Development Control Plan 2013  

 

 The Urban Releaf project states that “every tree carries with it a myriad of benefits to 
our health, quality of life and well-being” (http://www.urbanreleaf.org/get-

educated/benefits-of-trees). Trees and vegetation also provide intrinsic, economic and 
biological benefits.   The benefits of urban trees, vegetation and biodiversity in 
summary include: 
 Trees and vegetation provide air quality services (pollution removal, carbon 

sequestration) 

 Trees and vegetation promote cleaner waterways (erosion controls, nutrient and 
pollution removal, run-off reduction) 

 Trees and vegetation provide urban cooling effects and decreased sun exposure (trees 
lower urban temperatures and can assist reduce domestic artificial cooling costs) 

 Trees and vegetation enhance the physical health of the community (nature-based 
recreation, children outdoor-play) 

 Trees and vegetation enhance the mental health of the community (reduced stress, 
improved recovery from illness and injury, positive response to nature deficit-disorder in 
children) 

 Trees and vegetation promote liveability in communities and neighbourhoods (reduced 
ambient noise, reduced vehicle driving speeds on tree-lined streets) 

 Trees and vegetation promote social and community stewardship (neighbourhood pride 
and stewardship, volunteerism) 

 Trees and vegetation enhance the scenic landscape and amenity of urban areas 

 Trees and vegetation promote a connection between people and nature 

 Trees and vegetation contribute to quality urban development 

 Trees and vegetation increase property values (by up to 20%) 

http://www.urbanreleaf.org/get-educated/benefits-of-trees
http://www.urbanreleaf.org/get-educated/benefits-of-trees
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 Trees and vegetation provide habitat for native wildlife (biodiversity conservation 
including threatened species) 

 
 
Please see Attachment A for more about The recognition of a major statutory gap 
 
  
  
Please excuse errors and omissions 
 


